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The global challenges of the past 2 years have resulted in a myriad of changes in our personal and professional lives. As the world begins to recommence, medical communicators will again be called to elevate health and aid in crafting messages that promote well-being both in ourselves and others.

#AMWA2022 marks a return to in-person conference activities. The 2022 Medical Writing and Communication Conference will be held November 2-5, 2022, in Denver, Colorado. The resiliency and commitment of the AMWA community will be on full display in Denver as we once again are able to learn and connect face-to-face. Public health guidance and local event best practices will be followed during the conference. It is our top priority to create the safest possible environment, and we will do this by proceeding with the current best practices and information available to us. We are continuing to review and evaluate the outlook for in-person events and will provide updates as they become available. As we get closer to the event, we will post more information about what you can expect on-site.

Member feedback has consistently praised the connection and development opportunities at the Medical Writing and Communication Conference, and we are working hard to ensure this warm and welcoming learning environment is present at #AMWA2022. Educational sessions will feature topics chosen to meet the current professional development needs of attendees presented as interactive workshops, presentations, panel discussions, and small-group roundtables. Plenary sessions will highlight trend-setting topics in medical communication and honor the accomplishments of AMWA members and other influential medical communicators. Networking will be plentiful with opportunities for members to reunite and make new connections.

The conference location in beautiful Denver, Colorado will also provide attendees with plenty of options for extramural activities. Denver features one of the most walkable downtowns in the nation and 300 days of sunshine per year, which makes it a great location for partaking in the multitude of top restaurants and craft breweries. Art galleries and history museums also call downtown Denver home, as do many amazing coffee shops. The surrounding area with 200,000 acres of parks in the nearby mountains will tempt you to extend your stay and explore!

Registration is now open for the 2022 Medical Writers and Communication Conference. Join your colleagues in Denver to learn, connect, and reinvigorate your professional and personal development!